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Item No. Title and Response Items Text 
ES00 Title of survey Questionnaire on Childcare and Trust in Social 

Services  
ES01 First Page – Introduction Dear Participant,  

Our research project at the University of 
Lüneburg aims to make it easier for refugee 
families with children to access early childhood 
education (e.g., daycare). For this reason, we 
have created a questionnaire on this topic. We 
would be very happy if you support our project!  

We are interested in your opinion and 
experience. No previous knowledge is necessary. 
It takes about 20 minutes to answer our 
questions. We would be very pleased if you 
would take the time to do so.  

All information you provide in the questionnaire 
is anonymous and will be treated with absolute 
confidentiality. Participation in the survey is 
voluntary and has no effect on your language 
course or any ongoing asylum procedure.  

As a little thank you, we will raffle five Amazon 
vouchers worth 25€ each among all participants.  

Many thanks for your support! 
   
S101 Gender 

 
  

Your gender:  
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S101_01 Male  
S101_02 Female  
S101_03 Diverse  
S101_R1 no answer    

S102 Year of birth 
 

  
What year were you born?   

S102_01 
 

   

S103 Nationality 
 

  
What is your nationality?    
If you have more than one nationality, please 
name them all.    
1=Not checked, 2=Checked  

S103_01 Afghanistan 
 

S103_02 Bulgaria 
 

S103_03 Eritrea 
 

S103_04 Iraq  
S103_05 Iran  
S103_06 Romania  
S103_07 Somalia  
S103_08 Syria  
S103_09 Turkey  
S103_10 Stateless  
S103_11 Others, that are:  
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S103_R1 no answer    

   

SP01 First language 
 

  
What is your first language? This means the 
language you first learned as a child.  

  
Please check only one box. If you grew up with 
several languages, please choose the language 
you feel most comfortable with.  

SP01_01 Arabic  
SP01_02 Bulgarian  
SP01_03 English  
SP01_04 Kurmanji  
SP01_05 Pashto  
SP01_06 Persian (Farsi/Dari)  
SP01_07 Romanian 

 
SP01_08 Tigrinja 

 
SP01_09 Turkish  
SP01_10 Another language:  
SP01_R1 no answer    

SP02 Other languages 
 

  
Which of the following languages, apart from 
your first language, do you speak well enough to 
communicate in everyday life?    
Please check all that apply. 
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1=Not checked, 2=Checked  

SP02_01 German  
SP02_02 English  
SP02_03 French  
SP02_04 Italian 

 
SP02_05 Spanish 

 
SP02_06 Turkish 

 
SP02_07 Russian  
SP02_08 Arabic  
SP02_09 none of the languages mentioned above  
SP02_R1 no answer    

   

MG01 Reasons for Migration 
 

  
Have you migrated because of war, famine or 
political persecution?  

MG01_01 Yes  
MG01_02 No, I have migrated for other reasons  
MG01_R1 no answer 

   

MG02 Arrival in Germany 
 

  
When did you come to Germany?   

MG02_01 2020  
MG02_02 2019  
MG02_03 2018 
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MG02_04 2017  
MG02_05 2016  
MG02_06 2015  
MG02_07 2014  
MG02_08 before 2014  
MG02_R1 no answer    

   

AS08 Integration/language course 
 

  
Which language course do you attend?  

AS08_01 Integration course (Bamf)  
AS08_02 Vocational language course (Bamf or Jobcenter)  
AS08_03 Language course by the federal state of Lower 

Saxony  
AS08_04 Another course:  
AS08_05 I do not attend a course at the moment  
AS08_R1 don’t know  
AS08_R2 no answer    

   

AS09 Main activity besides integration/language course 
 

  
What do you mainly do besides the language 
course?  

AS09_01 I work  
AS09_02 I am on parental leave 

 
AS09_03 I am a housewife/houseman 
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AS09_04 I am lookig for a job  
AS09_05 I am in training  
AS09_06 I study at a university  
AS09_07 noe of the above  
AS09_R1 no answer 

   
   

AS06 Residence categories 
 

  
Which category on this list describes best where 
you live?  

AS06_01 In a large city (more than 100,000 inhabitants)  
AS06_02 In a smaller city (5000 -100,000 inhabitants)  
AS06_03 In a village (less than 5000 inhabitants)  
AS06_04 In a remote house or farm in the countryside  
AS06_R1 no answer    

AS07 Housing situation 
 

  
What is your current housing situation?   

AS07_01 in a shared accommodation, in a single-room  
AS07_02 in a shared accommodation, in a separate 

apartment  
AS07_03 in a house/apartment that is not part of a shared 

accommodation  
AS07_04 in another type of accommodation, namely:  
AS07_R1 no answer    
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FA01 Marital status 
 

  
What is your marital status? 

 
FA01_01 single, never been married   
FA01_02 married   
FA01_03 divorced  
FA01_04 widowed   
FA01_05 other, namely:   
FA01_R1 no answer    

   

FA02 German citizenship of spouse 
 

  
Are you married to a person who has German 
citizenship?  

FA02_01 yes 
 

FA02_02 no 
 

FA02_R1 no answer 
   

FA03 Children 
 

  
Do you have children?    
Consider biological children as well as any 
adopted or foster children for whom you are 
responsible.  

FA03_01 yes  
FA03_02 no  
FA03_R1 no answer 
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FA04 Number of children  
 

  
How many children do you have?  

FA04_01 
 

   
   

FA05 Single parent 
 

  
Are you a single parent?  

FA05_01 yes  
FA05_02 no  
FA05_R1 no answer 

   

FA06 Caring for children 
 

  
Who cares for the child/children most of the 
time?  

FA06_01 I do 
 

FA06_02 Usually someone else looks after the 
child/children (my husband/wife or other 
relatives)  

FA06_03 I look after the children as much as other people 
(my husband/wife or other relatives) 

 
FA06_R1 no answer    
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K601 Number of children under the age of six 
 

  
How many children do you have that are under 
the age of six?  

K601_01 1  
K601_02 2  
K601_03 3  
K601_04 4  
K601_05 more than 4  
K601_06 I do not have any children under the age of six  
K601_R1 no answer    

   

K603 Children under six – age 
 

  
How old is the child?   
1=younger than 1, 2=1, 3=2, 4=3, 5=4, 6=5, -
1=no answer, ...  

K603_01 Youngest child 
 

K603_02 Second youngest child 
 

K603_03 Third youngest child 
 

K603_04 Fourth youngest child    

K604 Children under six - gender 
 

  
Which gender does the child have?   
1=Male, 2=Female, 3=Diverse, -1=no answer, -
9=Not answered  

K604_01 Youngest child 
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K604_02 Second youngest child  
K604_03 Third youngest child  
K604_04 Fourth youngest child    

K605 Children under six – residence 
 

  
 Where is the child currently living?   
1=with me, 2=in Germany, but not with me, 3=in 
another country, -1=no answer, -9=Not answered 

 
K605_01 Youngest child   
K605_02 Second youngest child  
K605_03 Third youngest child  
K605_04 Fourth youngest child 

   
   

KB01 Filter question ECEC 
 

  
Do your children under the age of six attend 
childcare such as kindergarten, day care, parent-
child groups or playgroups?  

KB01_01 Yes  
KB01_02 Some children yes, some children no   
KB01_03 No  
KB01_R1 no answer    

   

KB03 Access to ECEC 
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At least one of your children is cared for at 
home. Have you already become active in terms 
of arranging childcare outside of your home?   
Please check all that apply   
1=Not checked, 2=Checked  

KB03_01 Yes, my child/children are registered with day 
care or kindergarten and have a guaranteed place 

 
KB03_02 Yes, my child/children are on a waiting list for 

day care or kindergarten  
KB03_03 Yes, I have made contact with 

playgroups/parent-child groups  
KB03_04 Yes, I have made contact with the German youth 

welfare office or another government agency 
 

KB03_06 No, I am not looking yet but I have already 
thought about it  

KB03_07 No, I will see what happens  
KB03_08 No, I do not want external day care for my 

child/children  
KB03_R1 no answer    

   

KB04 Reasons for home care 
 

  
At least one of your children is cared for only at 
home. Why is that?   
Please check all that apply.   
1=Not checked, 2=Checked  

KB04_01 Because I think the child/children are still too 
young to attend day care 
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KB04_02 Because I, or other family members, are at home 

anyway and can care for the child/children 
 

KB04_03 Because of the high costs of child care  
KB04_04 Because I cannot find an available place for the 

child/children  
KB04_05 Because the distance to the day care is too big  
KB04_06 Because the opening hours are not good for me  
KB04_07 Because it takes too much time to drop off and 

pick up the child/children every day 
 

KB04_08 Because the child/children have a chronic illness 
or disability  

KB04_09 Because I generally do not want to have the 
child/children cared for by institutions or persons 
outside the family  

KB04_10 Because my husband/wife generally does not 
want the child/children to be cared for outside 
the family  

KB04_11 Because I have not found an offer that is suitable 
 

KB04_R1 no answer 
   

KB06 Information on ECEC 
 

  
Do you use the following sources of information 
to find out about playgroups, parent-child 
groups, daycare or kindergarten?   
Please check all sources of information you have 
used at least once.    
1=Not checked, 2=Checked 

 
KB06_01 Apps (for example: Welcome App)  
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KB06_02 Internet pages (for example: Welcome to Lower 

Saxony)  
KB06_03 Online videos (for example: You Tube channel 

“My Baby – How does it work in Germany?”) 
 

KB06_04 books, guidebooks  
KB06_05 Information brochures   
KB06_06 Information or parents’ evenings in the facilities 

(examples: Parents’ Cafe or Open Day)  
 

KB06_07 Personal talk with care providers and/or teachers  
KB06_08 Counselling services for childcare (for example: 

German social service or youth welfare agencies) 
 

KB06_09 Talk with other parents 
 

KB06_10 Talk with family members or friends  
KB06_11 Talk with volunteers (for example: Godparents, 

Integration Guides, Welcome Companions) 
 

KB06_12 None of the sources of information listed here  
KB06_R1 no answer    

   

KB07 ECEC youngest child 
 

  
How difficult is or was it for you to get a 
childcare place for your youngest child?  

  
Please rate on a scale from 0 “very easy” to 10 
“very difficult”  

KB07_01 very easy  
KB07_02 
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KB07_03 

 
 

KB07_04 
 

 
KB07_05 

 
 

KB07_06 
 

 
KB07_07 

 
 

KB07_08 
 

 
KB07_09 

 
 

KB07_10 
 

 
KB07_11 very difficult  
KB07_R1 I cannot comment on this because I am not 

looking for a childcare place for my youngest 
child and did not look for a place in the past  

KB07_R2 no answer    
   

KB08 Assessment ECEC  
 

  
How much do you agree with the following 
statements regarding childcare for your youngest 
child being in childcare?   
Please rank from 0 “I do not agree at all” to 10 “I 
fully agree”   
1=I do not agree at all [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 
5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

KB08_01 In the institution the children should learn more 
and not only play   

KB08_02 The teachers and/or care providers deal well with 
the children   

KB08_03 The parents and involved with the teachers/care 
providers on important matters  
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KB08_04 The facility is clean  
KB08_05 The facility is well equipped   
KB08_06 There are always enough teachers/care providers 

present   
KB08_07 The teachers/care providers are competent   
KB08_08 There are clear rules and routines for the children   
KB08_09 The children have too much freedom and are 

allowed to do what they want  
   
   

AP01 Resource: Emotional Stress 
 

  
Which of these people do you most likely turn to 
if you feel that you are overburdened with your 
youngest child?   
Please check a maximum of three people.   
1=Not checked, 2=Checked  

AP01_01 Teacher/day care provider in the kindergarten / 
day care / day care center 

 
AP01_02 The teacher of a parents’ meeting or play circle  
AP01_03 My appointed volunteer, for example: 

Integration Buddy  
AP01_04 Someone who is active in a migrant or refugee 

self-organization   
AP01_13 Social worker in the accommodation where I live  
AP01_14 Employee of a welfare organization (example: 

AWO, Caritas, Diakonie, DRK, Paritätischer or 
Malteser)  

AP01_05 Employee in youth welfare office (Jugendamt) 
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AP01_06 Employee in another office (for example: social 

welfare office or job center) 
 

AP01_07 Pediatrician Doctor  
AP01_08 Integration or language course teacher 

 
AP01_09 Friends or family members 

 
AP01_10 Neighbors or acquaintance  

 
AP01_11 Another person:   
AP01_12 no one  
AP01_R1 no answer    

   

AP02 Resource: Organization of daycare 
 

  
Which of these people do you most likely turn to 
when you are looking for a day care place for 
your youngest child?   
Please check a maximum of three persons. 

  
1=Not checked, 2=Checked 

 
AP02_01 Teacher/day care provider in the kindergarten / 

day care / day care center 
 

AP02_02 The teacher of a parents’ meeting or play circle  
AP02_03 My appointed volunteer, for example: 

Integration Buddy  
AP02_04 Someone who is active in a migrant or refugee 

self-organization   
AP02_05 Social worker in the accommodation where I live 
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AP02_06 Employee of a welfare organization (example: 

AWO, Caritas, Diakonie, DRK, Paritätischer or 
Malteser)  

AP02_07 Employee in youth welfare office (Jugendamt)  
AP02_08 Employee in another office (for example: social 

welfare office or job center) 
 

AP02_09 Pediatrician Doctor  
AP02_10 Integration or language course teacher  
AP02_11 Friends or family members  
AP02_12 Neighbors or acquaintance  

 
AP02_13 Another person 

 
AP02_14 no one  
AP02_R1 no answer    

   

AP03 Resource: Official documents 
 

  
Which of these people are you most likely to turn 
to for help in filling in official documents 
concerning your youngest child?   
Please check a maximum of three people   
1=Not checked, 2=Checked 

 
AP03_01 Teacher/day care provider in the kindergarten / 

day care / day care center 
 

AP03_02 The teacher of a parents’ meeting or play circle  
AP03_03 My appointed Volunteer, for example: 

Integration Buddy 
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AP03_04 Someone who is active in a migrant or refugee 

self-organization   
AP03_05 Social worker in the accommodation where I live 

 
AP03_06 Employee of a welfare organization (example: 

AWO, Caritas, Diakonie, DRK, Paritätischer or 
Malteser)  

AP03_07 Employee in youth welfare office (Jugendamt) 
 

AP03_08 Employee in another office (example: social 
welfare office or job center) 

 
AP03_09 Pediatrician Doctor  
AP03_10 Integration or language course teacher  
AP03_11 Friends or family  
AP03_12 Neighbors or acquaintance   
AP03_13 Another person:   
AP03_14 no one  
AP03_R1 no answer    

AP04 Childcare advise 
 

  
When it comes to questions about the care, 
upbringing and education of their own children, 
many people seek advice and support from 
family and friends. Is there someone else who is 
especially important to you here? 

 
AP04_01 Yes 

 
AP04_02 No 

 
AP04_R1 no answer    
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AP05 Relevant person: Childcare advise 
 

  
Which person it is?  

AP05_01 Teacher/care provider in the kindergarten / day 
care   

AP05_02 Teacher of a parents’ meeting or play circle 
 

AP05_03 Volunteer, for example: Integration Buddy 
 

AP05_04 Someone who is active in a migrant or refugee 
self-organization   

AP05_05 Social worker in the accommodation where I live  
AP05_06 Employee of a welfare organization (example: 

AWO, Caritas, Diakonie, DRK, Paritätischer or 
Malteser)  

AP05_07 Employee in youth welfare office (Jugendamt)  
AP05_08 Employee in another office (for example: social 

welfare office or job center) 
 

AP05_09 Pediatrician Doctor  
AP05_10 Integration or language course teacher 

 
AP05_11 Another person:  

 
AP05_R1 no answer 

   
   

AP06 Characteristics of person 
 

  
Please think again about the person you named 
before: With this person it is important to me 
that... 
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Please grade from 0 “not important at all” to 10 
“very important   
1=not important [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 5=[4], 
6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

AP06_01 ..the person listens to me and I feel understood 
by him or her   

AP06_02 ...the person speaks the same language as I do  
AP06_03 ...the person has a child of her or his own and 

knows what it is like  
AP06_04 ...the person migrated to Germany  himself or 

herself  
AP06_05 ...the person is older and has life experience  
AP06_06 ...the person has been working in child care for a 

long time   
AP06_07 ...I can rely on the person   
AP06_08 ...the person can provide me with important 

contacts  
AP06_10 ...the person works for a well known 

organization   
AP06_11 ...the person has a good education  

 
AP06_12 ...the person listens to me and accepts my view 

of things   
AP06_13 ...the person gives me helpful advice   
AP06_14 ...the person accompanies me to important 

appointments     

AP07 Personal trust 
 

  
How much do you trust the person all in all? 
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Use the scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means that 
you do not trust this person at all and 10 means 
that you trust the person completely.   
1=I do not trust at all [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 
5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

AP07_01 Vertrauen 
   
   

VT01 Organizational Trust 
 

  
For each of the institutions in Germany listed 
below, please indicate how much you personally 
trust each of them.   
Use the scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means that 
you do not trust this institution at all and 10 
means that you trust it completely.    
1=I do not trust at all [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 
5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

VT01_01 Daycare facilities for children   
VT01_02 Voluntary organizations for refugee support 

 
VT01_03 Migrant or refugee self-organizations  

 
VT01_04 Initial reception facilities for refugees  

 
VT01_05 Welfare organizations (example: AWO, Caritas, 

Diakonie, DRK or Malteser) 
 

VT01_06 BAMF (Federal Office for Migration and 
Refugees)   

VT01_07 Youth Welfare Office (Jugendamt) 
 

VT01_08 Other official offices  
 

VT01_09 Hospitals 
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VT02 Trust in ECEC system 
 

  
In general, how much trust do you have in the 
daycare system for children in Germany? 

  
1=I do not trust at all [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 
5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

VT02_01 
 

   

VT03 Trust in German welfare state 
 

  
How much do you trust the German Government 
to support you in an emergency? 

  
1=I do not trust at all [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 
5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

VT03_01 
 

   
   

VM01 Trust/Caution 
 

  
Would you say that you can’t be too careful 
dealing with people or would you say that most 
people can be trusted?   
Please tell me using this scale from 0 to 10. 0 
means that you can’t be too careful and 10 means 
that you can trust most people.    
1=You can’t be too careful [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 
4=[3], 5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...    

VM02 Impose on someone's kindness/Fairness 
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. Do you think that most people try to take 
advantage of you if they get the chance. Or, do 
they try to be fair?   
1=Most people would try to take advantage of 
me [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], 
...    

VM03 Helpfulness/own benefit  
 

  
Would you say that most of the time people are 
mostly looking out for themselves or do they try 
to be helpful?   
1=People mostly look out for themselves [0], 
2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ... 

   

SE01 Self-efficacy 
 

 
  To what extent do you think each statement 

applies to you personally?    
Please use the scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means 
that you do not agree at all and 10 means that 
you agree very much.   
1=I do not agree at all [0], 2=[1], 3=[2], 4=[3], 
5=[4], 6=[5], 7=[6], ...  

SE01_01 I like to take responsibility 
 

SE01_02 It has proven to be good for me to make my own 
decisions instead of relying on fate  

 
SE01_03 In case of problems, I usually find ways and 

means to assert myself   
SE01_04 Success often depends less on performance and 

more on luck  
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SE01_05 I often feel that I have little control over what 

happens to me   
SE01_06 With important decisions I often orient myself by 

the behavior of others     
   

FE01 Voluntary commitment 
 

  
Do you engage in volunteer work?  

FE01_01 Yes, I am involved in the voluntary work with 
refugees / migrants (for example: counselling, 
integration guide, offering courses)  

FE01_02 Yes, I am involved in another field  
FE01_03 No  
FE01_R1 no answer    

   

FE02 Voluntary commitment – specification 
 

  
Where do you do voluntary work?    
Please check all that apply.   
1=Not checked, 2=Checked  

FE02_01 Migrants’ self-organization or refugee self-
organization  

FE02_02 Volunteer agency 
 

FE02_03 Religious community (for example: church, 
mosque)  

FE02_04 Welfare organization (for example: AWO, 
Caritas, Diakonie, DRK or Malteser) 
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FE02_05 Foundation  
FE02_06 Party  
FE02_07 Other association / club  
FE02_08 Self-organized group  
FE02_09 Others, that is: 

 
FE02_R1 no answer 

   
   

S210 Resident status 
 

  
What is your current residence status  

S210_01 I am still in the asylum procedure and have a 
residence permit  

S210_02 I have a residence permit for three years (refugee 
status)  

S210_03 I have a residence permit for three years 
(subsidiary protection)  

S210_04 I have a Duldung  
S210_05 I have a residence permit for educational 

purposes  
S210_06 I have a residence permit for work purposes 

 
S210_07 I don’t have a residence permit  
S210_08 I have another residence permit, not mentioned 

above  
S210_R1 don’t know  
S210_R2 no answer    

S202 Resident status – year of receipt  
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When did you get your current residence permit?   

S202_01 2020  
S202_02 2019  
S202_03 2018  
S202_04 2017  
S202_05 2016  
S202_06 2015  
S202_07 2014  
S202_08 before 2014  
S202_R1 don’t know  
S202_R2 no answer    

   

S203 Education: Years of schooling 
 

  
How many years of schooling did you have 
altogether?    
By this we only mean the time at school without 
university and without the time of the language 
course.    

S204 Highest school diploma 
 

  
What’s your highest school diploma?  

S204_01 Elementary school  
S204_02 Secondary school / Middle School  
S204_03 High School  
S204_04 No diploma 
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S204_R1 no answer    

   

S205 Vocational training 
 

  
Do you have a vocational training diploma?  

S205_01 Yes  
S205_02 No  
S205_R1 no answer    

S206 University degree 
 

  
Do you have a college/university degree?   

S206_01 Yes  
S206_02 No  
S206_R1 no answer    
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S207 Country of origin: residence 
 

  
Which category on this list describes best where 
you have lived most of the time in your country 
of origin?  

S207_01 In a large city (more than 100,000 inhabitants)  
S207_02 In a smaller city (5000 -100,000 inhabitants)  
S207_03 In a village (less than 5000 inhabitants)  
S207_04 In a remote house or farm in the countryside  
S207_R1 no answer 
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S208 Country of origin: main activity 
 

  
Please remember the last year before you left 
your country of origin. What was your main 
activity back then?  

S208_01 worked  
S208_02 was in national service / military service 

 
S208_03 was in education (school, training, college) 

 
S208_04 was a housewife / houseman  
S208_05 was unemployed  
S208_R1 no answer    

S209 Country of origin: personal economic situation 
 

  
How would you assess your personal economic 
situation in the last year before you left your 
country of origin?  

S209_01 I had much more money to live on than most 
people in my country  

S209_02 I had slightly more money to live on than most 
people in my country  

S209_03 I had about as much money to live on as most 
other people in my country 

 
S209_04 I had a little less money to live on than most 

other people in my country  
S209_05 I had much less money to live on than most other 

people in my country  
S209_R1 don’t know 

 
S209_R2 no answer 
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LS02 Raffle 
 

  
Among all participants, we will raffle 5 Amazon 
vouchers worth 25,00€ each. Would you like to 
take part?    

LS03 Further information on survey 
 

  
Would you like to be informed about the further 
course and results of our study? 


